Best tours in Nepal

Overview
Best tours in Nepal Mainly covering the major tourist destinations in Nepal. Blue Himalaya
Tours and Travels offer an excellent Nepal tour package operated by a professional tour
guide. Tours in Nepal is a unique tour for who wants to enjoy incredible mountains, nature
and culture, tour in Nepal begins with the cultural, monumental trip in Kathmanduroaming around the holy shrine of Pashupatinath (Hindu–Shiva Temple), Buddhist sitesBoudhnath (the largest stupa in the world, Swayambhunath (monkey temple) and many
more heritage sites. Nagarkot, another destination of this tour is an excellent Himalayan
viewpoint and beautiful landscape, sunrise-sunset located at the top of the hill. Tours in
Nepal include the magnificent town of Lakes- Pokhara, truly a paradise for adventure
boating, hiking, pony rides, Paragliding, bungee, zip line which is surrounded by the
Lakes, blessed with the Annapurna Himalayan range and sunrise - sunset destination
from Sarangkot loving tourists and travelers.
We have many more best and cheapest tour packages which will entice you to visit this
naturally beautiful country. Travel with Blue Himalaya Tours and unlock the infinite
possibilities.

Itinerary Details
Day 01 : Arrival at the Tribhuwan International Airport (TIA)
And you will be meet our airport representative then transfer to hotel. Start your tour with
Visit Kathmandu Durbar Square (Kumari Temple, Kasthamandup).
Day 02 : Kathmandu Sightseeing
Pashupatinath, (Hindu Temple) a majestic temple with golden roof and is considered as
one of Nepal’s most important Hindu pilgrimage centers, Boudhnath (Buddhist stupa), a
colossal stupa which is one of the biggest in the world and serves as a centre of Tibetan
Buddhism., Swoyambhunath Stupa (Monkey Temple),Patan Durbar Square , Krishna
temple, Golden temple and visit to Industrial district.
Day 03 : Nagarkot (35K.m 1 : 30 hour)
Afternoon we move for Bhaktapur city, The Durbar Square is a living museum of ancient
art and architecture. The elegant 15th century Palace of 55 windows, artistic courtyards,
the Golden Gate, the five-roofed Nyatapol temple. Then Transfer to Nagarkot and check
in to the breathtaking mountain resort. Witness one of the most beautiful sunsets of
Himalayas from the rooftop and enjoy the fresh air of the unpolluted Himalayas.
Day 04 : Nagarkot to Pokhara (245km 8 hour)
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Early in the morning, view the magnificent sunrise.After breakfast, move to Pokhara, a
place of remarkable landscape against the Annapurna Range. On the way we stop for
lunch. In the evening, we arrive at Pokhara and night stay at hotel.
Day 05 : Pokhara Sightseeing.
Early morning, join an excursion to Sarankot Hill (subject to weather conditions) for the
sunrise. The summit which takes us about an hour to climb, offers us a panoramic view of
the ultra bright sunshine.return to hotel for breakfast After breakfast tour to Davis Fall, (a
waterfall which seem appeared from nowhere and then flows through small cascades into
cracks of the ground), Visit GuptesworeMahadevCave,Seti river and Bindabasini Temple
Lakeside and etc. Remaining of the day, free for own leisure. You may shop around the
lakeside with good bargains.
Day 06 : Pokhara to Kathmandu (210km 6 hour )
After breakfast move to Kathmandu via Manokamana Devi’s temple Darsan (The Wish
fulfilling Goddess). Arrive Kathmandu and check in hotel. Enjoy a dinner with Nepalese
ethnic cultural program.
Day 07 : Departure to onward destination.
After breakfast, Free time for shopping around thamel market then transfer to International
airport for final departure for your onward Destination.
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